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The problem of 93Zr accumulation and its transmutation is addressed. It is shown that neutron flux required for
93Zr transmutation is unachievable in fission reactor. Therefore transmutation of 93Zr in the fusion based facility is pro-
posed. It is demonstrated that current ITER fusion reactor project can be sufficiently served as a transmuter to resolve
the problem of 93Zr accumulation within the time period of several decades.

Nuclear waste management is regarded as one of the most important issues in nuclear energy development. So
far deep geological storage is thought to be sufficient to lift the burden of radioactivity from biosphere. Though the
advantage of partitioning and transmutation of several isotopes is under consideration. Concerning fission products the
primary attention is usually paid to iodine and technetium. It seems evident that these nuclides are the main contributors
to the long-term risk associated with the repository. However there is a trend to expand the list of isotopes to be trans-
muted in future fuel cycles with no stress on deep geological storage. Within the framework of this approach analysis of
biological hazard of nuclear irradiation rather than the risk function associated with the repository is generally accepted.
One of the methods is based on the evaluation of toxicity of given nuclide at equilibrium state. The method applied to
the fission products reveals that toxicity of 93Zr is enormously high and appears to be one order of magnitude superior
to toxicity .of iodine and technetium [1]. Even toxicity of its decay product radioactive 93n'Nb exceeds toxicity of iodine
and is comparable to toxicity of technetium. Therefore the problem of 93Zr is emphasized and worth to be studied.

Transmutation of 93Zr in fast reactor can bring its equilibrium inventory to the quite manageable level of several
tons per GW. However characteristic time to reach equilibrium is about 2000Yr [1] and appears to be incomparable
with the lifetime of the facility. Hence fast reactor is not sufficiently suitable for 93Zr transmutation. External neutron
source based on fusion is proposed. Its main advantages are flexibility in creating neutron flux and small fraction of
energy associated with transmutation that leads to small increment of nuclear energy cost.

Neutron flux produced in fusion facility is limited by radiation damage of first wall and neutron properties of
blanket materials. First wall neutron loading is fixed to the level inherent in ITER project [2] - lMW/m2. Blanket con-
figuration and adjustment of structural materials create an effectively thermal spectrum in transmutation zone. Neutron
flux of 0.4x10l5n/scm2 is comparable to fission reactor one and 93Zr capture cross section of 1.5b is fifty times larger
than in typical fast spectrum. The values obtained correspond to the equilibrium inventory of 400kg/GW and character-
istic time to reach equilibrium of no more than 90 Yr.
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